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Abstract: Reactor core safety analysis is a complex problem and needs processed input data and 

cannot be performed without it. For this purpose several nuclear programs exist. A suitable nuclear 

programs as well as the motivation of the generation are given in this study. This article also sum-

marizes methods and steps needed for the homogenized cross-section generation and provides basic 

instruction and settings needed to provide these simulations and accomplished this research and 

gives basic instruction and information about problems and programs which can occur during the 

cross-section generation. Finally, there is proposed cross-sections structure suitable for safety anal-

ysis with reactor core simulator PARCS. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nuclear power plants (NPP) which has been operating since 80s were designed during late 60s and 

70s of 20’s century. The computer resources together with the mathematical methods weren’t that 

involved like in the present. Based on uncertainties of the simplified models the projects of nuclear 

power plants were design very conservative. The nuclear power plant is the best of the art project 

of those days. Nevertheless, since that time there has been invented new technologies, methods and 

materials which can improve these projects. Therefore several parts of the nuclear power plant can 

be modernized and better utilization of the technology can be reach. Every improvement of the pro-

ject, especially changes in the primary circuit need to be proven by simulation before implementa-

tion. When the reactor core is chosen to improvement, the modernization can be for example en-

hanced by modification of the nuclear fuel.   

These modifications of nuclear fuel or reactor core have to be proven by several simulations of re-

actor core behavior. Several transient scenarios are established for this purpose and their common 

feature is the homogenized cross-sections need. Main aim of this article is to introduce steps and 

methods for homogenized cross-section generation which is necessary for 3D reactor core simula-

tions, e.g. for safety analysis. Reactor core simulation is performed by reactor core simulator 

PARCS. Therefore the proper data which is requested by PARCS has to be calculated. At the be-

ginning of the whole process the user has only geometric and material properties about the reactor 

itself and about the fuel assemblies. At this time, the user has information about fuel assemblies 

and reflector and about PARCS. According to Figure 1 the user has to fill several blank spots in the 

calculation chain. To fill these spots the nuclear program SCALE/TRITON and code GENPMAXS 

are very convenient to use.   

With the definition of the used programs the user can begin with gathering the required information 

and preparing the fuel assemblies models (Figure 1 – green rectangles). Information about material 

properties of fuel assembly, fuel assembly dimensions and table of future problems under investi-

gation are the most important information. This information is normally contained in several doc-

uments. After the study of documents the user usually has not all requested information and has to 
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adopt several assumptions. Every assumption should be handling very carefully and should be test-

ed.  

 

 

Figure 1: Calculation chain.  

The reactor core of NPP Temelin with TVSA-T fuel consists of 6 different fuel assemblies and the 

reactor core reflector is represented by additional 4 reflector assemblies. The following step is the 

branch structure and history structure determination. Determination strongly depends on future use 

of homogenized cross-sections. The most general but not the most accurate structure consists 

of 14 branch calculation and 8 history calculation per fuel assembly. General history and branch 

structure is shown in the Figure 2.a where structure of branches is simplified i.e. branch “CR in” 

consists of another 7 branch calculations. Figure 2.b shows cuboid of possible cross-section which 

can be obtained from this cross-section library. Depending on the requested accuracy, more de-

tailed structure can be determined but the time of the calculation is rising very quickly. All together 

there has to be calculated 1120 (10 assemblies multiple by 14 branches multiple by 8 histories) 

transport calculations to obtain homogenized cross-sections for single reactor core. The results 

of calculation performed with lattice physics model has to be compared to Monte Carlo simulation 

as a verification of the prepared models.  

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 2: History and branch structure (a), 3D interpretation of possible cross-section (b) [1]. 

At this time, the models and calculation scheme is determined and the brief description of the used 

codes (Figure 1 – blue rectangles) is given in the following sections.   
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2. HOMOGENIZED CROSS-SECTIONS LIBRARY GENERATION  

Cross-section generation is a first step of the complex safety analysis. It consists of several phases 

such as microscopic cross-section preparation and processing, transport calculation, burnup calcu-

lation and branches calculation. Each phase is very important because this is the beginning of the 

whole calculation chain and the errors can accumulate through the whole chain.  

2.1. MICROSCOPIC CROSS-SECTION PREPARATION 

As a source for this sequence there is Evaluated Nuclear Data File (ENDF/B) library. At present, 

the best and the most accurate library is ENDF/B-VII.1. Pointwise data from this library has to be 

prepared for multi group calculation. Many different codes for this preparation exists e.g. NJOY. 

Dependent on the problem which has to be solved the weighted functions are chosen. Cross-

sections data is very sensitive to this weighted functions and this makes the correct cross-section 

preparation very difficult. One of the advantages of SCALE nuclear program is that the sequence 

AMPX exists and the program developer provides calculated and tested multigroup nuclear data. 

The user of the SCALE nuclear program can choose between better accuracy with 252 groups en-

ergy structure or faster 56 groups structure. In the Figure 2 the illustration of the 238 groups struc-

ture is shown. [2] [3] 

 

Figure 3: Comparison of the multi group structure with continuous energy structure. [3] 

2.2. CROSS-SECTION PROCESSING  

Cross-section processing utilizes several codes which is included in the TRITON sequence. As 

a first code the 1D cross-section processing code CENTRM is called together with self-shielding 

calculation code BONAMI. CEMTRM determinates problem-specific fluxes for processing reso-

nance-shielded multigroup data. This data is stored in the main AMPX library and then this data is 

sent to higher dimension calculation. Within this nuclear package the transport code NEWT is uti-

lized to higher dimension calculation. [3] 

2.3. TRANSPORT CALCULATION  

The transport calculation is provided by 2D discrete ordinated transport code NEWT. This 

transport code determinates spatial discretization by Extended Step Characteristic and this ap-

proach makes the NEWT very powerful tool to solve real-world non-orthogonal problem domains. 

Complex geometry in the transport calculation is built from several basic body shapes. The availa-

ble body shapes are rectangle, circle, hexagon, rotated hexagon and triangle. Several boundary 

conditions such as reflective, periodic, white or vacuum can be used for modeling proper behavior 

of the model. [2] [4] 
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2.4. BURNUP CALCULATION 

Material composition isn’t constant during the operation of the nuclear reactor. Burnup is rising 

with the time of the operation and the uranium is depleted and fission products deposit in the fuel. 

Burnup calculation is held by code ORIGEN. Main aim of this code is to calculate time-dependent 

concentrations and activities for large amount of isotopes from ENDF library. ORIGEN tracks eve-

ry nuclide which is generated or transformed during neutron fission, transmutation or radioactive 

decay. [2] 

3. GENPMAXS TRANFORMATION 

Prepared macroscopic cross-sections by lattice physics code are the information source for nodal 

3D eigenvalue and transient calculations. Nevertheless every lattice physics code has unique output 

file format. Transformation of the lattice physics output file to readable file for PARCS code is ob-

tained by macroscopic cross-section processing code GENPMAXS. The macroscopic cross-section 

in PARCS is constricted with the assumption of a linear superposition. During the transformation 

the exact value of cross-section has to be recalculated to the partial derivatives. During the partial 

derivatives is calculated three interpolation possibilities can occur. First and the easiest is interpola-

tion of one branch. The interpolation is calculated by equation 1 where X is branch variable, i is 

state of the variable and r represents reference state.  
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An illustrative example for density of coolant branch (DC) is shown in the Figure 4. Six branches 

(DC
1
, DC

2
, DC

3
, DC

4
, Ref, Cr) are calculated by lattice physics code Reference state is stored in 

PMAXS file and partial derivatives (DC
1m

, DC
2m

, DC
3m

, DC
4m

) of coolant density are calculated 

using Equation 1 from original six branches. These partial derivatives are written into PMAXS file 

like four density branches. [1] 

 

Figure 4: Illustrative example of partial derivatives calculation. [1] 

4. CONCLUSION 

Research in the area of reactor core safety analysis is based on sufficient input data. Many different 

materials, complicated geometry in the reactor core together with higher utilization of nuclear fuel 

in the last years lead to need of new analysis of reactor core behavior. Input data for reactor core 

analysis are one of the most important parts of simulation. The scheme of homogenized cross-

section generation based on geometric and material data of TVSA-T nuclear fuel used in NPP 

Temelin is described in detail. Necessary nuclear programs and codes together with their sequences 

are described. The most general calculation, branch and history structure is proposed. The structure 

consists of 10 assemblies, 14 branches and 8 histories calculations. Last step of the cross-section 

processing is summarized in the last section. All calculations have to be combined and the partial 

derivatives have to be calculated. After this calculation, properly structured PARCS input has to be 

generated. This structured PARCS input file is the main aim of the whole process. Models based on 
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this scheme are developed at this time but the calculation is very time consuming and the future 

development will be focused on speedup and verification of the used models. 
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